
Innovative and comprehensive distribution network automation

 

Network management  
with artificial intelligence

PSI Smart Grid

 + Method does not require comprehensive network data
 + Adaptive network structure and topology detection
 + Congestion detection
 + Using the smart meter information for network analysis and state analysis
 + Self-learning algorithms for network management in smart grids and micro grids
 + Minimum number of network interventions to resolve congestions
 + Multi-criteria optimization and decision support
 + Handling of asymmetrical situations and compensating currents
 + Virtualized solution for the control center or for hardened systems in the field
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The digitization, the decarbonization, and the expansion 
of renewable energies significantly impact today's distribution 
networks. The distribution networks have turned into 
"collection networks" und must reliably manage the increasing 
power f luctuations. 

Initially the integration of solar and wind based generation was 
mostly compensated by moderate network expansion. Due 
to simultaneous power usage and charging, storage and 
electromobility are pushing today's networks to their limits. 

PSI uses self-learning algorithms for its smart grid products 
in order to perform these tasks quickly and reliably.

Based on the experience with the Smart Operator Software 
and the unique combination of neural networks and Deep 
Qualicision, PSI has developed a learning method for network 
state estimation which can work with incomplete information 
and and a minimum of network data. It is based only on 
situational information and measurements in the network 
(for example from smart meters or charging infrastructure) 
with location information. 

Qualicision makes the optimum decision from the available 
alternatives as well as determines the necessary control com-
mands. Now network operators can not only optimize the 
voltage regulation and auxiliary power usage, but also avoid 
thermal overloads. In the future, Qualicision can also make 
decisions based on pricing information updates and send the 
appropriate control commands automatically. Depending on the 
operations concept of the network operator, these target configu-
rations can be designed using HMI dialogs and sliders in the AI 
environment.

The PSI software seamlessly integrates the innovative 
network control algorithms and artificial intelligence in the 
operational processes of the network operator.

Intelligent combination of neural networks and Deep Qualicision

PSI Smart Grid

Step model and components for multi-criteria optimization  
and decision support


